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Aaron’s Welcome
Thank you for all the kind words of support over
the last fortnight. For those of you that may not
know me so well, my name is Aaron and I have
been with Guildford Harley since 2010. I started
on the service desk, soon progressed to Parts
Manager, which led to me becoming Aftersales
Manager in 2015. I am very excited to yield the
position of Dealer Principal and would like to
continue the dealership’s commitment to the
Chapter.

Aaron
Dealer Principal

The biggest new product to land in the
dealership will be the all-new FXDR 114 – an
exciting new muscle style bike featuring a reimagined frame that includes an all-aluminum
swing arm and punchy power from the 114
Milwaukee eight motor. The FXDR will be
revealed for the first time on the 4th October
Chapter night at the dealership. I look forward to
seeing you all there.
Safe riding

I am also very pleased to move Neil into the
position of Workshop Manager; this is a new
role that will see him directing the workshop
team. Some of you will know Neil from the
workshop talks we have done with the Chapter,
don’t worry he isn’t hanging up his spanners just
yet though and will continue to carry out work in
the workshop as well.

Aaron
Dealer Principal

A quick thank you to all those that helped to
support our first boot fair at the dealership, it
was a success and we are looking to go bigger
and better next year, watch this space for dates!
We have now started to see the arrival of some
fantastic new product from Harley-Davidson. We
already have on demo new MY19 Touring
models, including a Road Glide that is already
proving popular. Alongside new bikes we have
new parts ranges landing and some fantastic
new clothing including the return of FXRG, the
new textile jacket looks and feels great.
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Director’s Blurb
Welcome to our new Dealer Principle Aaron
Presley who you will all know as GH-D’s former
workshop manager. I have had initial
discussions with Aaron and he is keen to
continue to build up the relationship with the
Chapter and support us with our activities. In
particular Aaron is enthusiastic to integrate more
GH-D and Chapter activities. Toby will remain
visible to the Chapter and its great that he holds
us close to his heart as he continues to grow the
Lind motorcycle business nationally.
Congratulations also to Katie Francis who takes
on the role of Chapter membership officer from
Tatiana. We thank Tatiana for her hard work
during the past year helping process the
applications and greet so many new members.
The Chapter membership continues to grow and
as we slide down towards the end of the season
we will be working to put on events to keep you
entertained during the winter. As always I am in
grateful to the roadcrew and Chapter officers for
the effort they put in to make Hogsback the most
active Chapter in Europe.
Talking about events, the Cirencester
convergence rally was a resounding success.
OK the band may have been a bit loud, so
Eileen is seeking a string quartet for next year
(no she isn’t, but it may at least be less rocky).
We have booked the site for 2019 and this time
Hogsback will be solely running the show. Our
intension is to expand the numbers attending
significantly for next year. This year we had
about 150 on site and Robin has been tasked
with doubling that. Our ride planning for 2019
kicks off in October/ November so any ideas you
want to suggest please send them to Assistant
Director Paul Andrews who will run the program
next year as Robin focusses on Cirencester.
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Dell
Director

We are working hard on events to keep you
entertained during the winter months and are
already organising the main party’s we will throw
next year. The End of Season party sold out in
record time this year and we clearly need a
much bigger venue as the Chapter continues to
grow so Eileen is onto sorting that out for next
year. Plus I am still hopeful she can work some
magic and fit more in this year.
Having just come back from the GH-D Harley
boot sale it reminds me I must thank all those
volunteers outside the Chapter officials. The
cake makers (Thanks Julie & Louise ), Clive
Everett who spends so much effort designing
our logos and tickets to name just a couple of
stars – the rest you know who you are and you
are lovely people.
I hope your aware we have a suggestion box in
GH-D in the Chapter area. Please do use it to
give us feedback – you don’t have to put your
name on it, I just ask you to be polite. I do
though wonder who put a note in with the
suggestion the committee goes on a diet
Best Wishes
Dell Evans
Director
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Paul’s Bit

Paul

Paul’s Bit

Assistant Director

Hi all,
What a super season so far! Hogsback has
excelled itself with it’s Ride and Event
programme in 2018.
The fabulous Summer weather has underpinned
great rides, both home and away.
What is really pleasing to see is the ever rising
number of new members turning up for rides
and club events on a regular basis and
thoroughly enjoying what the Chapter has to
offer.
The fact is, that while the Chapter’s aim has
always been to encourage and welcome new
members the real success is measured in
retaining those new to the Chapter and the HOG
experience.
The enthusiasm shown by new members who
are now putting themselves forward and
volunteering their support is refreshing and adds
strength to the Chapter’s wide and varied
resource.
A slap on the back, in particular for Robin and
for all those involved in bringing us this years
Cirencester Rally which has proved a
resounding success and an event that will
continue to grow in popularity.

upbeat approach to their respective positions, so
important to the ‘Refresh rate’ of ideas within the
Chapter.
Last but by no means least the amazing away
rides this season, enough to say what a great
effort put in by the Road Crew for, yet again, a
fantastic selection of top quality trips.
So, Hogsback Chapter goes from strength to
strength. Turn up, Ignition on, Enjoy!
Shiny side up folks.

At its epicentre the ethos of HOG and in
particular this great Chapter we are a part of is
one of having fun and firmly at the forefront,
spearheading the fun factor, is Chapter Director
Dell who is the driving force behind the myriad
of events brought to the table. Great stuff Dell.

Paul Andrews
Assistant Director

This season there are a number of new Officer
appointments, all bringing an enthusiastic and
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Wobin

Robin’s Bit
Hi All,

Assistant Director
Doughnut day will be appearing in a month or
so, please register now.

What a great summer that was!!
Robin Seymour
Great riding weather, great days out and great
weekends away, all the reports from the various
rides are glowing and the pictures show happy
smiling faces, apart from my billy no mates ride
where no one turned up. I was so pleased as
the weather forecast was rubbish and it
subsequently proved completely accurate.

Assistant Director

Cirencester has been and gone and we are
going to run it again due to the repeated
requests to do so. It will be the same 2nd
weekend in August and we will run the event.
We are also working on lots of “stuff” for next
year but I don’t want to take anything out of
Eileen’s Fires so will keep quiet.
Congratulations to Katie and I look forward to
working with her on the mileage challenge,
don’t forget to register for the challenge and if
you change your bike don’t forget to tell me.
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Katie

Katie’s Bit

Membership Officer

A big, “HELLO”, from your new
Membership Officer.
To most of you, my picture will look
familiar, but I sincerely hope that you
will all get to know me better in my
new role as a fully-fledged Hogsback
Chapter officer.
It is going to be a hard act to follow
but, fortunately, all the previous
Membership Officers have done
wonders to streamline the whole membership
process and all I have to do is learn to ride the
well-oiled machine (without falling off!).
Thank you for all the support accorded to me by
so many kind and willing friends in the club. I will
do my utmost to make a success of it in my own
committed, enthusiastic way.
I have purloined the, sometimes useful, services
of my “other half’, David, to assist me on Club
Nights, particularly with providing new members
with proper introductions to the Chapter. We

have both spent time on previous occasions
trying to explain to the bewildered what is
happening at a Club Night. It is also useful to
have the knowledge to explain individual’s
Officer’s roles when asked. From all our own
previous experiences, first impressions can be
quite daunting, so we’ll do our best to make
anyone’s first Club Night a worthy experience.
David and I both have considerable experience
with HOG, many of the UK Chapters, Guildford
Harley-Davidson and the Corporation that is
Harley-Davidson. We have also done our fair bit
of riding around in the UK and Europe, so we’re
always happy to give an opinion or advice, if you
ask for it.
Looking forward to seeing you all soon,
Katie Francis
Membership Officer
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Axel’s Bit

Axel’s Bit
Incredible, while we still have some great rides
and events ahead of us, 3/4 of this fantastic
2018 season has passed by at high speed. Our
substantial photo-galleries are proof, and
memories, of the fun we had. 111 at last count!
Compiling this wealth of experiences would not
have ben possible without the help of all
Chapter Photographers (Eric, JohnB, JohnF,
Laurence, Paul, Richard, Roger) and the many
members among you who regularly send in their
photos. Together with the committee I review
regularly the “Chapter Photographer” patch
holders team, and if joining this group is
something of interest to you, please contact me.
I am happy to share with you basic criteria,
honours and expectations this role involves.
More and more members use their iPhone (or
other brand) to capture the moment. I can not
get tired of saying loudly one word:
LANDSCAPE. You will agree that a motorcycle
is longer then high, even with Dave standing
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Axel
Head Photographer
And Treasurer
next to it, a group in a group picture is wider
than high, just look at your new TV you bought,
its image ratio is …LANDSCAPE.
And remember the most important element in
every action photography, your legs. They allow
you to move around, bend down, always in the
search of the best angle. During the recent
recent ride to the Weinfest in Bernkastel-Kues,
my legs nearly failed me in getting up a steep
mountain of rubble. I made the shot, but had to
be helped down. Thanks to the help of Vince
and Charlie, who later himself nearly fell down
the mountain. (See opposite, Photos by Debbie
Pyle)
At this years End of Season party (EOS) on 24
November, there will be 2 photo prizes. Most
interesting pic with the HOGSBACK sticker, and
most funny picture with the Harley gnome.
Also, see the back of the magazine for our new
regular Caption Competition.
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Axel’s Bit

Allow me for a short moment to put my treasurer
hat on. I’d like to congratulate Katie to her new
role as membership officer, and thank Tatiana
for her work and cooperation in the last season.
Katie will soon begin asking you for the 2019
membership fees (starting after the EOS party).
To keep it all synchronised and easy it’s best to
use a bank transfer instead of cash or (even
worse) old-style cheques. Our account number
is 0207 4472, sort code 30-92-70. Thanks your
help, we have already reduced the cash
payments from 46% to 32% in 2018, lets try to
reach 25% in 2019. It will make my and Katie’s
work so much easier. Thank you!.
Axel Thill
Treasurer & Head Photographer
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Be Ready to Store Your Ride

Vince

Be Ready to Store Your Ride
Safety Officer
Storage and preparation

Clean it!

You want to keep cold and damp at bay, so the
best answer is indoors, in a decent garage or
shed. (If you don’t have the indoor space, you
can use a good quality bike cover).

Before storing and covering your bike, it’s vital to
give it a thorough clean and ensure that it is
dried off completely. It’s also advisable apply a
spray-on, anti-corrosion protectorant or
dispersant to all the exposed metal areas to
combat any damp. Various treatments are
available at the dealership. Remember to regrease any moving parts such as cables or
linkages that have been cleaned of their
lubricant.

Don’t think you can just plonk it in there and
leave it though. You need to position your bike
away from any windows, as exposure to sunlight
could fade the paint, and try to keep it away
from draughty doors or gaps.
While static, your bike will be prone to gathering
dust and/or moisture, so even though it’s
indoors, it should still have a decent cover,
though old blankets will work just as well.
Another option is to use an inflatable bike
chamber, such as Bikebubble available
from Carcoon.com. For around £250 these seal
your machine in a completely airtight and filtered
environment, albeit at a price.
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Look after your battery
Batteries don’t like the cold, so if they’re left
unused in a garage for any period of time, they
will start to go flat. Dead batteries are the
number one cause for calling on the recovery
services during winter. To avoid this, you can
either remove the battery entirely and store it in
a warm place (although any alarm or
immobiliser won’t work), or, use a trickle charger
or optimiser to keep the battery’s power levels
topped up.
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Be Ready to Store Your Ride
Plug all the holes
If the bike is going to be static for any
significant length of time, it is recommend to
block all the air intakes with rags or similar,
not just into the airbox, but also the exhausts.
This is mainly to stop damp, but it has also
been known for small animals to make an
airbox their new winter home!
Don’t neglect your tyres

It’s not just the solid bits that need attention
Your bikes fluids, fuel, brake fluid, etc. are just
as vulnerable to winter conditions as metal
surfaces. Brake fluids attract damp, which can
create air bubbles in the system. Some owners
strap the brake lever to the bar to keep bubbles
out of the brake system, but this can damage
the seals so not advisable. Better to be aware of
the problem, and re-bleed the system come
spring.
The fuel can degrade, too. The octane level
reduces over time, which will affect
performance, while standing fuel can gum up
and clog the fuel system. You can use special
additives such as Silkolene Pro FST to help
prevent this. It is advisable to fill the tank before
storage to keep moisture at bay.
It is also recommend changing the oil before
storage. Old engine oil can contain acids, and
any sludge or dirt will settle over time near the
oil filter.
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Your motorcycles tyres can suffer if left
stationary over prolonged periods, but this can
be avoided by over-inflating your tyres, slightly,
to help them keep their shape. Ideally both
wheels should be lifted off the ground either
using a bike lift, If this isn’t possible, either put a
piece of old carpet under the bike, or blocks of
wood under each wheel to prevent contact with
the cold floor. You should also periodically rotate
each wheel slightly to prevent deformation.
Vince Pyle
Safety Officer
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Directors Bit

Eileen

Eileen’s Bit
Activities Officer
Hi All.
Well it has been a busy 9 months so far,
planning and booking events and bands, there’s
always something on the go. We have had the
summer BBQ at the Tree Box Hill and what a
great evening that was. We sold a staggering
117 tickets, the food was great, although we did
have to queue for a bit, but it all added to the
fun. The Wavy Davy band had the dance floor
filled all night (luckily the heat wave had a slight
break that night). The Tree was a really nice
venue and the staff were really lovely, we also
had an area of the pub cordoned off and an area
for the bikes to park out front which looked
really great.

We are already busy getting a great line up of
events for you for next year so keep looking at
the e-shots, the website and of course make
sure you come along to the club nights where
you will get up-to-date info, meet knew and old
friends and generally have a great evening.
Thank you all for being so supportive and
making all of the events such fantastic fun, and
remember without you it can’t happen.
Eileen Ostinelli
Activities Officer

We have had the Cirencester Convergence
Rally which was really well attended, such a
great venue and the fun themed Hawaiian night
went down really well. This rally is set to get
bigger and better and definitely one to look out
for in 2019.
Next event we have is the End of Season party,
with the theme of Heroes and Villains this
should be a fantastic night, and in fact we sold
out of tickets in a record amount of time. So
much so that we have had to set up a reserve
list for the members that didn’t manage to get
one. Because of the high demand for tickets I
am already looking for a bigger venue for next
year.
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Directors Bit

Graham

Graham’s Bit
Head Road Captain
The 2-3 groups set of for the same coffee stop
taking different routes, on arrival you are debriefed then, after coffee, all groups gather
together to give you the experience of a large
Harley Davidson style ‘Ride Out’ on A-B roads
and duel carriageway finishing back at Guildford
H-D.

The best way to gain group-riding confidence is
to join one of our New Members rides. The day
starts with an inaugural presentation of the
Chapter in the dealership conference room from
our Safety Officer and Head Road Captain.

The New Members Ride is open to ALL
members, giving you the opportunity to meet
more of our friendly Chapter.
Graham Woods
Head Road Captain

Followed by a brief 10min movie showing our
group riding technique in practice.
Presentation includes, preparation, the role of
the Road Crew, group riding and formation,
marking junctions, breakdown procedure and
first aid.
We then move to the car park where you are
distributed amongst two to three riding groups,
the object being to intensify the number of
junctions you will train to mark.
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Group Riding

Group Riding

Pete
Road Captain

Group riding is great, but when you frequently
get a large number of bikes riding together, it’s a
good idea to try and minimise the potential of
any mishaps. If we all do the same things and
make the same manoeuvres we won’t get any
surprises.
Some of the main reasons for inviting and
encouraging new Chapter members to attend a
New Members Ride event is not only to
introduce them to how Hogsback execute the
‘drop off’ system, but to see what group riding
actually looks and feels like. The Chapter do not
purport to teach anyone how to ride, even
though Hogsback Chapter has several qualified
advanced riding instructors. No, we want
everyone in a group ride to feel safe and not
experience any surprise manoeuvres or events.
Riding into the back of another bike because
you’re too close can cause an accident, physical
injury and damage to your bike and wallet.
You’ll often hear the ‘two second rule’
mentioned, referring to the gap between you
and the bike immediately in front.

That’s great and sufficient in good weather
conditions, but we are just entering Autumn
which means lots of leaves and more wet roads,
which can often reduce tyre grip and braking
ability. Think about increasing your gap to the
bike in front in those sorts of conditions, the rider
in front will thank you.
The possibility of experiencing a ‘micro
climate’ becomes a possibility in Autumn,
Winter and even into early Spring. ‘Micro
Climate’ is a phrase given to an area that
may be in the shade of a tree, or a
building or a wall, which will not benefit
from sunlight drying or melting frost on a
road. When you see and/or ride through
something like that, instantaneously your
tyre grip can be reduced or compromised.
Don’t be caught out by our climate
changes, especially with our roads in a
desperate state of repair.
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Group Riding

Consideration to and from other road users is
always a nice thing to experience, if all too
infrequent. When riding on a dual carriageway
for instance, the opportunity to overtake slower
moving vehicles occurs frequently. Moving into
the outer lane when there are many bikes in
front of you still to overtake, only hinders other
road users and potentially incites them to make
unsafe moves such as undertaking, possibly
wave at you with one or two figures, suffer from
‘red mist’, forget about the two second rule and
use phrases denigrating bikers in general
(perish the thought!).

If you’d like to chat about any issue of group
riding, please see me or our Safety Officer Vince
Pyle or our Head Road Captain Graham Woods
at any Club night, or if you happen to see me on
one of our rides or at the dealership. I’ll be only
too pleased to chat, as my wife will confirm! .
Pete Hillier
Hogsback Road Captain
RoSPA Advanced Riding Instructor

Our Roadcrew always adhere to Highway Code
regulations and speed limits when managing a
group ride. Hogsback’s good group riding
reputation is important for many reasons. To
date, our reputation has made Hogsback the
national Chapter to aspire to as far as riding
standards are concerned. That reputation, in
turn, encourages new members who may be
new to biking, owners of their first Harley or just
want to change Chapters. If we all exercise
good consideration to other road users,
irrespective of their behaviour, we will in turn
reap the rewards of our self-control and increase
other Hogsback riders’ safety.
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What is Wavy Davy?

What is Wavy Davy?
I’ve been consulting, what my contemporaries
remember as a ‘Dictionary’ dik’shan-a-ri, a book
containing the words of a language……etc. No
pictures, no interweb, just words. Here’s some
of my own.
I would like to clarify, I would like to, “get on the
same wavelength, as in tune with, having the
same attitude of mind, background, knowledge,
etc.”
It kinda started with a hippy character, Wavy
Gravy, interviewed in the 1970 Rockumentary
film, ‘Woodstock’, the most iconic Rock Music
Festival of all time. I just thought the name was
really groovy and so out there, man.
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Wavy Davy

Wavy is, an undulating succession of curves
in hair.
Wavy is forming, units of disturbance in any
travelling system of vibrating particles, such as
sound, ie sound waves generated by musicians
playing in a band.
Wavy is not ‘waving’, raising a hand as a
signal… (although that is something I am often
tempted to do when provoked into friendliness).
Davy, is a type of miner’s lamp.
Davy Jones’s locker, is a malignant spirit of the
sea feared by sailors.
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What is Wavy Davy?
phenomenon otherwise know as, ‘The
original, one and only, sensational,
Wavy Davy Band’.
Thank you to all the members, past and
present, of the Chapter who have
supported me in my many endeavours
to entertain you over the last 14 years.

Davy, is an affectionate Scottish derivative of
David. Epitomised for me, in my youth, by the
character David Balfour in Robert Louis
Stephenson’s classic adventure novel,
Kidnapped. A ripping yarn of betrayal and
justice.

This year’s Summer Barbeque at The
Tree was a knockout gig, your clear
enjoyment of our efforts to play our part
in a great party makes it all worthwhile.
Wavy Davy salutes you, (not necessarily by
waving).
Explanation complete, thank you. See you all
out there, man.
Wavy Davy

So, dear, patient reader, to conclude the
purpose of this explanation, in order to try and
reach a clear understanding for those who might
care;
Wavy Davy is, a singer, songwriter, guitarist,
performing musician moulded in an era of
genuine Classic Rock greatness.
Wavy, the generator of sound-waves, also likes
to be called Davy, although christened, David. I
am not so keen to be called Dave, but I won’t
take offence if you do. You may have noticed I
sport the remnants of a not entirely gone head
of red-brown hair, not straight, not curly, just
wa≈vy.
I have played extensively and collaborated with
other musicians for nearly 25 years, (a late
starter). I am very appreciative of all the very
many valuable friendships and wonderful
experiences I have had as a result.
Taking on the responsibility of leading a fine
collective of talented musicians to play Classic
Rock covers evolved into the current
Hogsback News Autumn 2018
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Iron Butt / End to End

Wobin

Dambusters

Assistant Director

I always look forward to this ride and since Axel
took over the organistion he has made it his own
signature one.
We were unhappy with the hotel that we used
last year for the interim stop so I found a new
one and what a great hotel it was!! Just down
the road from Thunderbike, it was a great
location and the food was good and reasonably
priced.
We had already been to Guy Gibson’s grave
and the Dambusters war graves on the way to
the hotel so we were ready for something to wet
the whistle and toast the Dambusters.

liked it so I munched some bread. First time I
had had Angel delight in years.
The following day was around the dams and the
mandatory ice cream at the Eder dam.
A great route around the dams and back to hotel
for a Barbeque and a few beers and schnapps.
Back to blighty and a good ride through the hills
and motorway back to Calais.
A very good weekend with nice people and good
riding.
Robin Seymour

Day two was Thunderbike and then off to see
Axel’s friend from way back who very kindly
made us lunch even though it was raining and
we were dripping all over her floor!

Assistant Director

Having said goodbye we tip toed through the
tram lines and the sun came out, heading off to
the farm hotel through some lovely countryside
and then we settle in to the hotel.
It was a set meal here and she had picked pretty
much everything I dislike but most of the others
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Iron Butt / End to End

Wobin

Wine Fest in Bernkastel Kues
Assistant Director
14 of us went off to the Middle Mosel Winefest
and it was the first time that we had stayed in
this brand new hotel right in the heart of town.
The underground parking was superb and we
had use of a terrace which overlooked the
Mosel and was a great place to view the
fireworks from. The rooms were great and a
good standard but must take a kettle with me
next time.
There was no restaurant but there are loads
within walking distance. The first night was the
Bahnhof (train station) which was also a brewery
and it was a great meal and evening. Second
night we went to the Pizzeria opposite the hotel
and had an ok meal but nothing to write home
about. We went back to the Bahnhof on
Saturday night but it was a limited menu and I
think as apprentice chef as it wasn’t up to
mustard but at least we got free drinks when I
whinged.
The ride outs were great and in good weather
but I think we will have to shorten the Saturday
one as it was awkward to get back to the hotel
and I got a telling off from the German police for

leading the ride and filtering past a line of
stationary traffic. I explained that I was sorry but
its ok to do that in England and he let me off.
Cue jeers from stationary Germans in cars.
Also, the Dealerships were again pleased to see
us and if you check out the website you will see
the pictures from what was a great weekend.
I wasn’t going to run the weekend next year but
those on the ride asked me to do it again, so I
have booked twelve rooms, 9 double and 3
single. The hotel has held this year’s price for
us, so I am looking forward to seeing you there.
Robin Seymour
Assistant Director
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Ring of Kerry - A Pillions View

Ring of Kerry - A Pillions View
There is a first time for everything – writing a
newsletter and my first overseas motorcycle trip.
A 20 mile ride to Midhurst for a coffee was my
usual ride-out so it was with some trepidation I
faced the 1,500 mile 9 day Ring of Kerry
Hogsback road trip. It turned out to be, however,
a fantastic experience – breathtaking scenery,
great roads, legendary Irish hospitality, great
company – and expertly led by Carl and Flo and
supported from the back by Dik and Gary.

Helen

Later that day high in the Kerry mountains it
stopped raining the sun broke through the
clouds and the scenery was stunning. By the
time we reached Blarney my mood had
improved with the weather, the roads were
magnificent with sweeping curves and fewer
potholes and the group gelled – friendly, helpful
and very welcoming to a first timer. We all
stayed together to visit the sites and this set the
precedent for the rest of the trip.
How many men does it take to mend a
puncture. Apparently seven – Ron to
plug the hole, Simon to pump it up and
Mike, Dik, Andy, Gary and Carl to offer
advice. We ladies sat in our lovely hotel
and drank G&Ts or in Pauline’s case her
staple drink Prosecco.

The journey did not get off to the best of starts.
The first day in Ireland it was raining, misty, the
roads were full of potholes and the scenery,
what I could see of it, was similar to the UK.
Mike tapped me on the leg whilst riding and
asked if I was OK. My response was rather blunt
. Removing expletives my response was “Do
you think I’m Ok – my bums sore, I am cold and
wet and can’t see a thing. What the **** am I
doing here!”. To add insult to injury our first rest
stop was a garage forecourt in the rain with
coffee from a machine and a single toilet outside
by the launderette. Not the most encouraging
start! But as the song goes ‘Things can only get
better!’ – and they definitely did.
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Having kissed the Blarney stone, luck
was obviously on our side. The weather
improved significantly and the scenery
over the following days was
breathtaking – Ring of Kerry, the Dingle
Peninsula, the Cliffs of Mohar and
Galway Atlantic coast were truly stunning
and unmissable. The riders seemed to enjoy the
sweeping curves, climbs and descents and the
empty quality roads.
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Ring of Kerry - A Pillions View
The hotels and restaurants Carl and Flo
selected were perfect – the group all ate
together and enjoyed the legendary Irish craic!
The lively Irish evening entertainment whether
on the streets of Killarney or Galway or in bars
was everything you would expect in Ireland. It
did however mean that there were late nights
and early starts – and lack of sleep is not
conducive to sitting on the back of a bike all day.
I did fall asleep twice!
Another lesson was always to wear riding gear.
As the weather improved I ditched my leather
trousers for fashion jeans and my saddle sores
returned as we drove around the Atlantic coast.
Although we were heading back to Galway we
seemed to ignore every signpost and twice set
off in the opposite direction. In immense
discomfort on the second occasion I was
seriously prepared to get off the bike and walk
but the last short detour was to get an ice
cream.
Harley-Davidsons always bring a smile to
people’s faces – young and old often waved
when we passed through. Even lorry drives and
vans let us out to allow the 7 bikes to stay
together. When we stopped in a small village for
coffee, an old man phoned his daughter to bring
her young son who was mad about bikes. He
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brought his own pedal motorbike and parked it
in line with the Harleys and had his photograph
taken sitting on Gary’s bike. Carl gave him a
Hogsback badge – a day I expect he will
remember for ever.
The group was great to be part of and
friendships were made over the nine days. All
from different backgrounds yet with a common
interest – Harley-Davidsons bikes and riding,
which pulled everyone together. The men
seemed to talk about nothing but bikes and
riding, whilst the women would talk about
anything and everything.
Carl and Flo set the benchmarks for all future
trips I will take part in. The planning to make
sure it all happened seamlessly was excellent. It
was a lovely group of people – Dik, Hilary,
Simon, Jan, Gary, Christine, Ron, Pauline and
Andy were welcoming and always prepared to
help out. Finally, my husband Mike who rode
and loaded up his Fat Bob every morning and
drove me around Ireland.
The people we met and the places we went
have left a lasting memory ensuring I will
definitely go on another road trip soon.
Helen Crooks
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Ode to Valkenburg
Hoorah that time for Valkenburg, has come round but once again,
Lots of excited hogsback buddies, trying to fit it all in!
Heading down to the Chunnel, a lovely sunny Friday morn
V twins are a throbbing, some rate it better than porn
Some of them like Gary, couldn’t locate any fuel
Got a rollicking from Steve, only offset by buying him gruel
Once on the other side, engines gunned, off we all flew
Well, all apart from Yuri that is, who was still playing with his tool
Arriving at a local dealership, the girls were all set free
And bugger me, they all helped Nina, extract from Yuri mucho readies
Our great leader noticed a new eatery, only just next door
Much feasting followed, chips from heaven, chomping food galore
Stans up Steve cried, oh no where’s Yuri, looking all around
They found him still adjusting clutch, oh what are we to do?
On the way we did lose some, we waited for some time
Andy eventually found them, became a hero, what a man
Eventually we hit Valkenburg, driving round and round
Those bloody sat nav systems, useless, throw them on the ground
The ales we started drinking, Andy had quite a few
So much so, that he had occasions to visit many loos
On Saturday came Richard of Limburg, with his fiancé too
They took us on a massive journey, many bikes, many friends and views
That Sheila she shopped for England, and little was Dave aware
Tops, frocks and lots and lots ended up in his panniere
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One by one we noticed Laurence had a whining Harley rear wheel
Louise tried to fix it, she guessed probably the oil seal
Then courtesy of Limburg Chapter to the big chateau we did go
To have lots of merriment and let it all hang out below
Dave and Yuri did very well, eating at least 20 crevettes each,
Tony and Jacks on the other hand for 40 euro had but one piece of lettuce, no meat
Sunday is a day of rest, and for some much rum, beers and F1
Who, not mentioning names, spent most of the eve kipping instead of having Greeky fun
Likewise Mick and Gary, those rogues we all adore
They stayed up all night drinking, and talking bollocks till they got bored
On the last day our worthy leader decided to take us to Mons,
He’d heard about this big steak place once frequented by the Fonz (well he may have
been there!)
We all turned up there starving, but one of us couldn’t wait
Young Tony shot out of his chair, to Macdonalds he sped for a beef patty and shake
Others amongst us, not here of course to shame, hello Paul
Ordered a massive 600g slab of Angus, that almost made him fall
Stans up again the leader cried, lets head off back to Blighty
Who is this Stan dreamt Yuri and Nina, still sleeping, nighty nighty
And that’s about it for this year, a great time had by all
To all the crew and buddies, farewell, adieu and don’t forget to wash your smalls!

Yuri & Nina
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Milwaukee 2018

Milwaukee 2018

Jim & Delia

We (Delia, Gina & Barry and myself) started off
our tour in Nashville, then travelled around
Tennessee for 10 days visiting Memphis.
Lynchburg (of course!!) Gatlinburg then back to
Nashville for a couple of nights taking in a show
and backstage tour at the Grand Ole Opry.
Then up to Chicago for a few nights before
heading further north along Lake Michigan to
Milwaukee, the main reason for our trip.
The Harley Davidson 115th celebration. We
were there for the 110th in Milwaukee and had
such a good time we had to go back. As you got
nearer you saw more and more bikes, the air
was full of almost a constant rumble of Harley

exhausts and it was great being back in the
home of the machines we all love so much. It
was different this time as for some reason
Harley had decided to hold the main event at
Veterans Park instead of the Summerfest
Grounds, and as soon as we went there on the
Thursday to collect our celebration packs we
knew this could be a bad decision. It had been
raining quite a lot and already they were
bringing in bales of straw and chippings to fill in
and soak up the puddles. Never mind, it will
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soon dry up when the sun comes out, which it
did, before it rained again....
Off to the Harley Museum, we love this place, so
much to see and the focal point for all the
chapters from around the world, and they were
certainly there in force. There were bike shows,
trade stands, food stalls, live music and much,
much more. You could get a shave & a haircut
(2 bits!!) tattoos, real and temporary. But the real
draw is the museum itself, the history that is in
that building is remarkable, and the way it is laid
out is perfect. Starting with Number One, the
first produced Harley in 1903 then going through
the years with a bike from each year on display
and a sign telling you the improvements they
made on last year's model. It makes such
fantastic reading and puts into perspective the
work that is involved to engineer each and every
change, no computers or robots in those days.
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Milwaukee 2018
bands were in the Summerfest grounds and
they had some big headliners back then.

We also re-visited Delia's "living the legend"
rivet on the wall at the museum that I had put on
there for her before we went to the 110th
celebrations in 2013.
There were lots of street parties every night,
again a change from the 110th, as then the main
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Friday was spent travelling around some of
the many dealerships in Milwaukee, again
meeting chapter members from around the
world and chatting. Every dealership had their
own thing going on with live bands and trade
stands everywhere. Friday night it was down
to Brady Street for the big street party, luckily
this was only a 10 minute walk from the house
we were sharing and could not have been any
better. It was blocked off by the police and fire
department for 8 blocks so only bikes and
pedestrians were allowed in. 8 blocks of bikes
on both sides of the road is some sight, if you
could see them through the thousands of people
all out for a good time, and everyone was having
a good time, all the bars and eating places were
jammed but all good natured.
Continued on next page…
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Milwaukee 2018
over all the rentals from
Harley Davidson, a really
bad move by the Motor
Company from what we
have heard. We then were
accosted by Marjorie Rae
and her partner who saw our
back patches and had to
come and say “Hi”, again we
discussed the problems of
Eaglerider and the bad
feeling they were causing.

Saturday we went back to Veterans Park to see
what was happening, unfortunately it was still
raining and boggy and quite empty, the bands
were playing to minimum audiences but putting
on a good show, especially the AC/DC tribute
band. They were actually quite good. We went
off to Miller Park to watch the Police & Civilian
riding skills competition, it is incredible the way
they can turn these bikes around the cones on
the course. The course from the air spelt out
"115th H-D” so the turns were very tight in many
places. This is the final of the competition that
has been run throughout the year all over the
country and these were the cream of the bunch,
there were two women in there too.
One came 4th in the civilian category
out of thousands.

Sunday was Parade Day so
we went to the museum first
for the main custom bike
show and a walk around the
main marquee where artists like David Uhl and
Scott Jacobs had displays of their work and
were there signing prints or books. Then we
walked up to Wisconsin Avenue to watch the
main event. It had rained hard overnight and
they made the decision to close Veterans Park
and cancel all the events due to be there, a
shame because the parade was supposed to
end up there so they just had to disperse after
the parade. It started near Miller Park at 1pm got
to where we were standing around 1.45pm. It
finished going past us at around 3.45pm.

Saturday night we went to another
street party at the Historic 3rd Ward,
again really buzzing with bikes,
people and live bands. We met
Malcolm & his wife Lorraine, Director
& Secretary, from Lakeside Chapter
who were telling us about the
problems they had with their rental
bike from Eaglerider, who have taken
Hogsback News Autumn 2018
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Milwaukee 2018
Quite a show it was too, chapter flags from
around the world flying alongside the stars &
stripes and flags from every nation. There were
vintage bikes, police patrol bikes, custom bikes,
bikes with sidecars and lots and lots of trikes.
Followed up by the Harley Davidson factory
trucks and Fire Dept vehicles. The effort put in
by some of the riders was unbelievable, the
Mexicans were wearing "Day of the Dead"
masks or national costume, the colours of the
Brazilian riders costumes were amazing and
there were lots of riders from different Asian
Islands. A really impressive parade of what was
estimated around 6,500 riders. Gina & Barry
could not believe what they were seeing.
A really great trip and we would recommend it to
anyone thinking about the 120th in 2023,
hopefully Harley Davidson will learn their lesson
from this year and go back to the Summerfest
Ground where rain does not interfere with
proceedings. Also they really need to get their
act together regarding rental bikes available
from Eaglerider.

It was a fantastic trip, we really hope Harley
Davidson consider what they changed this year
and think again, as we said earlier, it is worth
making a trip out there for the main event as you
will not see anything like it anywhere else.
Everyone is so friendly, the locals welcome you,
the other Chapters want to take pictures of our
patches, girls wanting their photo taken with
me......sorry.....that's another story for another
time!!
It would be nice to get a group from the Chapter
out there because you would have a great time.
Jim Cordell
Trike Rep

Sunday night brought an amazing storm to
Milwaukee, and everybody was glad the event
was over as that would have really ruined
anything else that was due to happen, but as we
found out on Monday it had moved south over
Chicago and caused chaos down there where
we were flying out from. We called in to Uke's
Harley dealership in Kenosha on the way down
to the airport where we ran into Elaine & Ray
Shepherd from Oxford Chapter, again
discussing the disappointment in Eaglerider as
they too found it too expensive to rent bikes.
At the airport we were faced with floods, blocked
roads, delays and computer failures along with a
baggage belt breakdown . Our flight was
delayed by 3 hours but we got home ok, though
Delia’s suitcase came home 2 days later!!
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Rumble in the Mumbles

Rumble in the Mumbles

Dave & Jean

Despite the unearthly hour, 15 bikes assembled
on the GH-D forecourt at 7.30am on Friday,
Aaron kindly opening the dealership early so
that the caffeine-starved amongst us could top
up before setting off.
Over the Hog's Back (naturally) and up the
A287, then A4 via Hungerford and stopping for
more coffee at Marlborough. Riding with the
Chapter has made us appreciate the joys of
getting to your destination on the A and B roads,
leaving the log jams of the motorways behind.
Onwards past Avebury and Calne and picking
up the M4 to cross the Severn on the
2nd Crossing – toll free for motorbikes
incidentally. Up through Caerphilly for lunch – no
cheese but we passed a statue of the town’s
most famous son – Tommy Cooper. Up the Taff
and Rhondda Valleys, through the mining
villages, past the old pit heads, over the top and
down the stunning Afan Valley. Then on through
Swansea to the most westerly hamlet on the
Gower peninsular, Rhossili, where our hotel
overlooked the Worm’s Head, so called by the
Vikings as the islands at the edge look like the
profile of a dragon (or Wurm if you speak
Viking!).
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A quick spruce up and off to the bar to catch up
with old friends in the group. That’s what these
weekends are all about! The rides through
glorious countryside followed by banter with club
members who, if they weren’t friends when you
set off, you can be damn sure they’ll be friends
by the time you get back.
No hangovers in evidence as we got down to
breakfast the next day to find that Andy England
was celebrating his 40th birthday (AGAIN?). Fire
up the V twins and off up the Neath Valley to
explore the delights of the Penderyn Distillery.
Started in 2000 and initially producing gin and
vodka to sell while their early batches of whisky
matured. We were given a tour once we had
shed our waterproofs, having driven through
some spectacular valleys not quite totally
obscured by the most torrential rain the heavens
could throw our way. After inhaling the vapours
from the display barrels, Roger did a great
performance of making his way back to his bike
unaided!
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Rumble in the Mumbles
The rain had abated during the tour, so armed
either with a warming sample or one of the
miniatures on offer (depending on whether you
were pillion or rider), we set off into the hills
again to a pub lunch that Dik had organised.
The dining room radiators served us well as
drying racks for various items of clothing. Fed
and watered with enough sarnies and chips to
feed an army, it was kick-stands up again and
we motored down into Swansea, this time down
the Tawe Valley, to pay a visit to the dealership
there. A few new shirts and pairs of gloves (dry
of course) helped make the rest of the days ride
more comfortable. Setting off again, back
through Swansea to a café on the sea front
towards the end of the Mumbles. Teas or ice
creams (because as Liz will verify, it ain’t a
holiday if there’s no ice cream) then back to the
Worm’s Head for drinks and a meal.
Dik had also organised a Quiz for after the meal.
Luckily most of the questions were multiple
choice so there was a chance of getting some
points even with zero knowledge. Birthday Boy
Andy’s team “Backwards Trousers” showed they
had no flies on them, with team “Jackanory"
obviously unable to tell the best story and team
"Top Gun" firing mostly blanks!
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Jean and I wouldn’t be returning with the group
as we headed off west to catch up with old
friends, so fond farewells in the bar that night.
Gary and Carl, thanks for marshalling and
keeping us together, you did a great job. Dik,
everything about the trip was great apart from
maybe the Saturday morning weather! (But
then, it’s always good to remind yourself from
time to time that Harleys are actually waterproof,
as well as to check the wisdom of your wet
weather purchasing decisions! - Dik) The routes,
the curves, the sights, the hotel, the organisation
and the quiz - many thanks!
Ride Leader - Dik Gregory; Sweepers - Carl
Christensen and Gary Morss
Dave and Jean Hardcastle
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Cirencester

Cirencester
(Or My First Weekend Rally Away With The Hogsback Chapter)

Bikes, partying and the beautiful Cotswolds, all
the ingredients to entice me to join the
Hogsback Chapter for my first weekend rally
away. Absolutely no idea on what the weekend
would hold or indeed, whether I would be able
to keep pace with the other seasoned
members. A newbie for a few months and
having been a pillion on several day rides, it
was time to be a grown up and join in the fun for
a weekend.
We gathered on the Friday morning at Guildford
H-D for the ride-out. Waterproofs were the
preferred dress code as the weather was wet
and likely to be unpredictable for the day. It
didn’t dampen any spirits though; the laughter
and ribbing started the moment we congregated,
and bets were taken openly on whether Cliff,
one of the road captains, would get lost yet
again and join us in his own time at the venue.
After the briefing and in a ready convoy of girl
and boy riders with their pillions, on bikes and
trikes, the beautiful sound of Harley engines
resonated around the dealership, ready for the
off.
Our journey to Cirencester was broken only by
the pre-planned pub lunch and pee stop near

Sandie

Tidworth/Amesbury which gave us a chance to
de-robe our waterproofs and admire our wet
crotches before resuming our journey to our
destination, The Royal Agricultural University.
To be honest, I hadn’t researched the venue at
all and it was so much more than I had
expected. A collection of beautiful historical
buildings with a tree lined avenue on approach.
Hogsback banners and materials welcomed us
in the courtyard and it was then that I started to
get an insight into the amount of hard work and
organisation that the Chapter grown-ups had put
into the weekend. Most of us collected our Rally
Packs, tickets, meal tokens and keys prior to
infiltrating the bar which I thought was very adult
like. Some, however made a Usain bolt for the
bar first, clearly seasoned Chapter weekenders.
Respect.
There were various rooms that
were available for us to pre-book
for the weekend. Some were more
basic than others (after all guys,
this is student accommodation).
Some were doubles, some were
twin bedded although all ensuite
and very clean.
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Cirencester
For those of us who ended up
with a twin and pushed the beds
together, there was always the
challenge of not disappearing,
after a couple of small beverages,
down the middle to be found
(hopefully) the following morning.
After a few pre-dinner drinks and
a lot of laughter, watching the
serious Jenga competition unfold,
it was time to head for dinner.
I had no idea what to expect meal wise either.
The venue was perfectly set up for people
volumes, as you would expect for a university, in
a buffet serving style. A huge choice of meals,
starters, mains and puds, with hot and cold
drinks available all day. A brilliant social layout of
tables in beautiful halls to join others for dinners
and breakfasts and to catch up on who did what
and when and where with who.
So, off to the bar and the disco. Although I
started the evening with the intention of not
consuming too much alcohol, it quickly spiralled
into shoes off, lots of dancing, and a Conga. I
would love to recall the rest of the evening, but
my memory fails me, probably due to tiredness
and nothing at all to do with the vodka
consumed.

Back on the bikes and back to the Uni for late
afternoon and an invitation for the Ladies of
Harley to attend a ladies’ only drinks reception. I
loved this idea where the girls could get together
without the boys who were obviously having
their own pre-dinner sherry somewhere else on
campus. Beautifully organised by the ladies, (a
special shout out to Eileen & Wendy), we were
greeted with prosecco, savoury nibbles and
strawberries and cream. Quite posh and demure
really, until the balloons appeared. It was then I
was first introduced to the balloon game.
Popping them was the challenge by sitting on
them or strapping them around your back for
somebody else to pop by bouncing their body
against yours. Lots of laughter and outstanding
bladder control.
Continued on next page…

Saturday morning, after a substantial breakfast,
it was time to line up the bikes down the treelined avenue and it was a beautiful sight. I
believe there were over 130 bikes & trikes
across the 3 Chapters, The Rolling Hills,
Thames Valley and ourselves. The local
Chapter, The Rolling Hills organised a beautiful
run, showcasing their patch and incorporating a
lunch stop, this time a BBQ at The Greedy
Goose in Chastleton, Moreton-in-Marsh. More
lovely socialising with other Chapter members.
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dancing and the introduction
much later, of the boys to the
balloon game. Unlike the
slightly more delicate approach
of the ladies, the boys
embraced the challenge with
the same intense enthusiasm
as stags during the mating
season. Yes, there are pictures
and yes there is a video.

From the ladies’ drinks reception, it was time to
get together with the boys again. On went the
coconuts, hula skirts and brightly coloured shirts
(yes, the boys do love to dress up) and we
headed down for drinkies, dinner and dancing in
the theme of a Hawaiian evening.
A sea of colour across the dining halls and it
was obvious this was going to be another fun
filled evening without a responsible adult in
sight. Another excellent meal, copious amounts
of alcohol, a large group of members performing
Mexican waves and a silly card game and the
evening was in full swing. On came the band
and the dance floor filled almost immediately
with spectacular talent.

Sadly, and far too quickly
(although not for my liver), the
weekend was moving towards an end. It was
great to catch up at breakfast with others for the
final time before we split into smaller groups all
trying to get ahead of the weather which was
threatening our journey home.
So, In summary, a brilliantly organised weekend,
full of laughter, socialising and excellent biking.
No longer a virgin, I can hold my head up high
knowing, I drank with the best of them, danced
with the best of them, did the conga with the
best of them. Oh, and mastered the balloon
game. A superb weekend full of great memories.
Sandie Jackson

A successful raffle, raising a wonderful amount
for our charity, followed by more drinking,
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Ypres - Newbies on Tour

Ypres - Newbies on Tour
Martyn and I were two of a few newbies to
experience our first weekend trip with the
Chapter. We’ve done a few days trips but
not got to really know many of the
members.
We’ve always found everyone welcoming
and this was no exception, any anxieties
(by me) were soon blown away by the
jollities and relaxed atmosphere at
Clacketts Lane
It was our first time using the tunnel, what
a great way to travel. Soon in France our
first stop was the Hooge Crater Museum,
an easy ride from Calais.
Cliff had organised a great lunch (and beer
for pillions!!) and the museum, the best
private museum in Flanders Fields, had
many artefacts and stories of WW1 in the
area.
This was our first experience of war
graves and what a moment when Gordon
read one of his poems amongst the graves
of over 5000 British and allied soldiers.
A short ride to our hotel in Ypres, quick freshen
up before livening up the bar

Claire & Martyn

“100 years”
One hundred years to the day a family member passed
away
We go to the place this all this happened
our hearts now heavy and much saddened
Now it’s hard for us to understand why men would fight
for this scrap of land!
But fight they did and they did ask why?
and were told for King and country you must die
They gave up all rights to a life ahead
now lying in a mud filled ditch covered to the head
As my friends and I stood there
heads bowed in salute and saying a prayer
Thank you all for your great sacrifice
to have you back with us would be so nice
We know this will never be
So now rest in peace knowing you’re not forgotten
FAMIILY!!!
Dedicated to William Stratham 21990 Duke of Cornwall’s Light
Infantry
Killed in Action 23rd June 1916 at Delville Wood
By G J Allen, great nephew

Led by Fred we ventured into town for a few
beers and laughs before a delicious meal, all
pre-arranged by Cliff. More beers of course
followed by lights out leaving Martyn in the safe
hands of Richard, Martin, Fred and the rest, in
the bar who continued enjoying the local lager
before retiring a bit worse for wear…
Saturday morning was a leisurely stroll around
town, chocolate shops, market and museum
(Not that Richard saw the morning!).
Continued on next page…
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Ypres - Newbies on Tour
done since the war, in remembrance of the
fallen.
We were hallowed to find a further 34000 names
of British and Commonwealth soldiers missing in
action up until August 1917.
Another lovely meal where Richard, who had
broken his fanny pack at the start of the trip, was
presented with a new one complete with unicorn
patches which he modelled to perfection.
Sunday morning we visited the site where Major
John McCrae wrote ‘In Flanders Fields’ followed
by lunch on the beaches of Dunkirk after visiting
the Dynamo museum.

At lunch time Cliff led us to the site of the 1914
Christmas Truce where the French, German and
British soldiers had called a ceasefire, crossed
trenches to exchange food and souvenirs and
even play football!

We had one drama, Andy No Pants who
became Andy No Phone when he lost it at
Langemark German cemetery, he went looking
for it and was shocked when he rang it and
someone answered!

We then went to Tyne Cot allied cemetery (the
largest military cemetery) where names of the
fallen were read out and photos of those
young men displayed. A very sombre visit to
see 12000 graves and a further 35000 British
and New Zealand names etched on the stone
walls, soldiers who have no known grave who
fell after August 1917
After a pit stop at Passchendale and a visit to
the Langemark German cemetery it was a
short ride back to the hotel.
An early evening brewery tour and sampling at
Wipers Times (British word for Ypres)
lightened the mood and loosened the vocal
chords! Later to be continued in the hotel.
The Last Post ceremony at the Menin Gate
was very moving; Chris laid a wreath on behalf
of the Hogsback Chapter. This ceremony
takes place every evening at 8pm and has
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Ypres - Newbies on Tour
Who did not speak English but was staying at
the same hotel as us and by chance was
called….. Martin!! (What a wonderful name)
In all we did about 380 miles which we found
easy riding. The whole weekend was interesting
and wonderfully sociable being with like-minded
people. A BIG thank you to Cliff who despite the
rumours of getting lost, with only one road block
(not planned) he and the road crew kept us
together, safe and amused. Looking forward to
the next one.
Thanks to everyone for making it a great trip,
looks like I’m pillion for the next one…
Claire & Martyn
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H-D European Birthday Party

H-D European Birthday Party
(Or how to get to Prague and back in 115 U-turns)

Dave

Jean and I were really looking forward to this
tour, our first major European one in nearly 20
years, and our first in Europe on a Harley, being
newcomers to the tribe. 14 bikes and a trike, 27
people in all including Stephen and Lisa who
flew in to Prague to join the fun.
Day 1. Meeting up at the Shuttle terminal in
Folkestone on Saturday, Peter led the group the
first day. We motored down to the magnificent
boat lift at Strepy-Thieu. This is an incredible
piece of engineering that lifts and lowers
working canal barges and pleasure boats
between the two levels of the canal, some 73
metres in height difference. That’s 240 foot for
those born before 1960! On to Mons (after a few
U-turns). Scrub up, beers at the hotel bar then to
the Greek restaurant over the road. A great way
to start to get to know some of the group, with
most of us managing to avoid thick heads for the
ride the next day.
Day 2. Onwards and upwards, some motorway
today, but also some single track roads which
made a welcome change. Peter again leading
and managed to get the whole tour through to

the hotel in the centre of Cologne keeping to a
really tight formation. A number of the group
managed to sniff out a curry house (possibly the
best curry I’ve ever had in mainland Europe)
and a good number managed to get in front of a
TV to watch Denmark being kicked out of the
World Cup by Croatia. The Cathedral in the city
centre was miraculously undamaged during the
war considering the damage done to the rest of
the town, and walking past at night with the
floodlights shining on the twin spires was a truly
inspiring sight.
Day 3 comprised a mix of motorway and country
road driving to the pretty German town of Gotha
first stopping for lunch by a beautiful lake on the
way. Gotha is another gem of a town where a
number of the group managed to get food and
beer at the Rat Cellar bar in the heart of the
town. Memories of the spoof Rutles
documentary came flooding back. Rat Cellar/
Seller in case you were wondering!
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increased.
Day 5 and three bikes sped on to catch a
geriatric group of 70 year olds strut their stuff on
stage at Prague. Reports back from the group
(as well as everyone else who attended the
Rolling Stones No Filter gig) confirmed that Mick
and the boys can still dish out Satisfaction by
the bucket load! Steve R led the rest of the
group on some magnificent twisties through
dazzling forests and made sure we were all fully
competent in completing awkward U-turns in
unfeasible locations.
The next day Dell lead us across into the Czech
Republic, taking time out to visit the border
museum of Modlareuth on the old East/West
German border. The village known as Little
Berlin became divided in 1949 and remained a
barrier between the two states until 1989, one
month after the fall of the Berlin wall. A timely
reminder that even in the space of our short
lives, history continues to be made and we are
all witness to these events. Over the border and
on to a very pretty (albeit massively done up for
the tourist trade) spa town of Krantiskovy Lazne.
A resort enjoyed by the rich and famous for the
recuperative benefits of the carbon dioxide
springs. A quick stop for tea/ice creams and
back to bikes where it seemed that the car park
machinery discriminated against bikes
and we found ourselves trapped. A
quick detour via the footpaths (and
some damage to one of the bikes) we
manage to escape and continue to
Marianske Lazne. Another pretty spa
town with a singing fountain that we
managed to miss. We did however
manage to find a cellar bar with a
screen to watch the football and
perhaps the one person in the Czech
Republic actually taller than David H.
As we drew closer to Prague, the
number of like-minded Harley riders
we met and saw on the road
Hogsback News Autumn 2018

We stopped off in Karlovy Vary, another
outrageously beautiful town up in the hills with
some truly magnificent architecture. Our visit
coincided with the annual Czech International
film festival. We headed up a steep wooded hill
to a viewing tower via a funicular carriage with a
glamourous actress signing autographs on
board. Just a shame none of us recognised her!
The town itself was like a larger version of
Portmeirion, but on steroids. I never realised
that the Czech Republic had so many
architecturally stunning places outside of
Prague.
Continued on next page…
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Out of town, and a few hairpins later we climbed
to the top of another hill at Klinovec and stopped
for a bite of lunch. The tranquillity was
interrupted by about twenty vintage Jawas
struggling to make it up the hill. These were all
collectors’ pieces from the 1970’s and 80’s and
the members of the Jawa club were totally
unfazed at taking these underpowered and
under-sized museum pieces out for gruelling
cross country tours.
Our own group continued for a bit of ‘off road’
riding and made it to Litmoerice for the night.
We were all a bit knackered after the cross
country C roads but headed into the town centre
to yet another cellar restaurant where
the beer flowed freely!

the resident pigeons, they’ll have an uphill
struggle to keep the vehicles in serviceable nick!
After a detour round the countryside (was this by
any chance a recce for Howard’s agricultural
interests?) Dell took the lead into Prague to the
International Hotel A typical old communist style
building commissioned by the Ministry of
Defence back in the middle of the last century
and now converted to a very comfortable hotel.
We drove into the city with a massive contingent
from the St Petersburg Chapter. The organisers
of the rally had provided everyone attending with
Tram passes which was great as the rally was a
couple of miles away from the hotel and the old
town centre about double that. A shower, a few
beers quaffed on the hotel terrace then off to the
rally for food, retail and alcoholic opportunities.
The Staropramen Beer Hall and the JD
Enclosure were particularly sought after areas to
head to.
The next three days were taken up by enjoying
the rally with its merchandise, Harley museum
and exhibition of latest models, plus the
displays, music on various stages around the
site, food and drink and unofficial merchandise
areas. Plenty to take your time over, plus get to
see whatever match was being played out in

Day 6 and Howard took the ride out to
Terezin, a fortified town with memorial
graveyards for the Jewish victims of
the concentration camp there as well
as graveyards for Russian and allied
forces. We parked up in the car park
of a motor museum that proudly
displayed a number of Jawas very
similar to the ones we had just come
across at Kilinovec. There were some
real rarities in the museum, including
an E type and an ex London Transport
Routemaster, but unless they deal with
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Russia on one of the giant screens. Slight
niggles about some of the music choices,
and the fact that outside the unofficial area,
only credit cards or pre-paid Harley
Mastercards were accepted. Some
mechanical issues on the road, a leaking
rear shock and a broken side stand were
rectified when Malcolm and Darrell took their
bikes to the H-D service centre at the rally
On top of the Rally, Prague City centre was
just a couple of miles up the road and
everyone took the opportunity to explore the
rich heritage that the city has to offer. A lovely
old town square overlooked by gothic spires and
a clock tower, the Technology Museum, Charles
Bridge once you fought your way past the tourist
hoards, a display of steel sculptures including a
replica Game of Thrones throne, the Alphonse
Mucha museum and Dell’s favourite, the Sex
Machine Museum! A number of the Chapter
went out riding to explore the surrounding
countryside which is littered with palaces and
castles. Driving in town proved to be a gas,
trying to avoid looking silly while negotiating the
cobbles and tramlines (and trams!) Alasdair and
a number of others drove to the old castle
overlooking the town and parked right outside

the gates to take a photo. Hearts sank as one of
the cops on duty sauntered over, and thinking a
fine would be inevitable as we were in a
pedestrian area, our frowns soon evaporated as
the policeman really wanted to discuss the
benefits of the Fat Bob over the Sportster with
Alasdair.
Three waves of Harleys took part in the parade
on Saturday, each wave with 1,000 bikes.
Despite a number of delays in the parades,
those who did take part generally agreed it was
the best one they had attended! The townsfolk
and other tourists were welcoming and lined the
streets cheering on the riders.
Saturday was the event finale and
Bill and Karen Davidson took to
the stage, thanking us all for being
there and making the brand what
it is. Shortly after, the Swedish
rock band The Hives took to the
stage to disprove rumours that
they had split up back in the 90’s.
Earlier in the afternoon, England
beating Sweden put a shine on
our faces, if not those of the
Stockholm and Gothenburg
Chapters.
Continued on next page…
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Sunday, a number of the group went on a
marathon walking/boating/eating guided trip
around Prague. In the evening, a parting meal at
the Italian restaurant next to the hotel. A number
of the Chapter would be either heading back the
next day or leaving the group to go on their own
holiday tours.
Day 10 - A big group photoshoot outside the
hotel once we’d gassed up ready for the ride,
and goodbyes to those leaving. Steve R took us
out of the town on the next run, through some
tricky roadwork hold ups where the trike and a
couple of Marshalls became detached from the
group. From this point, the nickname that Dell
gave him “Princess” seemed to stick. (Margaret,
any chance of making up some “Princess”
patches?) The main core took a welcome and
unexpected a ferry ride over a lake close to the
Austrian border before we met up with the
detached part of the group at Cesky Krumlov.
Yet another architectural wonder, a mix of Alpine

and medieval buildings in the middle of South
Bohemia and a designated UNESCO world
heritage site. Every corner of the town
presented you with another breath-taking view.
Fed and watered, Dell, Peter, Wendy, Eileen,
Dave H and Genevieve took off on their own
meanderings back to the UK and the core of
what had now become “Group 1” headed into
historic Linz for an overnight stop.
Day 11 and kickstands up! Malcolm lead the
group to the Linz H-D Dealer, then on up some
stunning mountain passes, spectacular roads
across a Strobl Pass only to discover at the top
that the route down was closed. OK, U-turn
number 67 and back down the same way and
on to Hanger 7 at Salzburg where Dietrich
Mateschitz, the founder of Red Bull houses his
impressive collection of toys (helicopters, bikes,
planes and of course his F1 cars) in a futuristic
domed hanger. Off to the hotel, and we
managed to scout out a restaurant with a
reasonable screen to watch France send
Belgium home in Russia.
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mix of some industrial but mainly fruit orchards.
An unidenitfied bird of prey we saw on the way,
swooping over the fields near the road but the
site of a Zeppelin was unmistakeable. Flying
near the Zeppelin museum at Friedrichshafen,
it was going a site faster than we were on the
ground. A most appropriate tea time stop for
Steve at the Princess Café then on to the hotel
at Alpirsbach where the vegetarians among the
group seemed to come off best at supper.
Although the Russian hotel owner was
welcoming and friendly, she really needs to
trade in her chef for a new model!
Day 12 and Malcolm lead us out of Salzburg in
some slight drizzle, the first drop of rain hitting
us while actually on the bikes. Some brilliant
twisties up in the mountains, coffee in Reit im
Winkl and lunch at Schliersee. After lunch, a few
headed off to find some more twisties and the
rest of us headed down into Fussen. The
approach to this town gives you a good view of
Hohenschwangau and Neuschwanstein castles,
the latter being the model that Disney copied in
the creation of their castles in their theme parks.
A quick shower and off to the village where the
main screen was in a bar co-owned by a Welsh/
Croatian couple. A good few beers later, and
much wailing after England lost to Croatia, we
discussed but decided against trying out Titch’s
trike on the ski jump slopes next to the
hotel.

Day 14 saw us head up over the B500 route
through the Black Forest to Baden Baden. If you
have not done this road – do it! It must be in the
top 10 best motorcycle routes in the world.
Unparalleled scenery and sweeping curves –
even on a loaded Harley tourer two up. On to
Ricks Motorcycles, the main Baden Baden
Harley dealer. Final stop of the tour was Verdun
at the Colombes Hotel, a Harley friendly place
near the centre of this historic town. Alasdair
managed to get there about an hour before the
main group. A final group meal by the river in
town, then off the next day back to Calais and
the Shuttle terminal.
Continued on next page…

Day 13 - The next morning we knocked
some miles off on the motorway
following Steve’s lead then off through
the Black Forest, twists and turns and
stunning scenery – perfect riding
conditions interspersed with pretty little
Alpine villages. Alasdair’s bike blew a
rear wheel bearing, needing Harley
Assist, with Malcolm and Margaret
hanging on until the pick-up arrived.
The rest of us passed through the
countryside that had morphed into a
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pigeon), the Red Kites in Germany, an
Emu, Alpacas, and the frog we helped
cross the road plus the rivers and
streams and lakes in all countries that
teemed with fish.

So that was it. 2,450 glorious miles and brilliant
times off the bikes with a crowd of people you
couldn’t hope to better! The advantage of riding
in a group was really brought home during the
tour as when the inevitable mechanical niggle
cropped up, you had at least one rider with a
comprehensive tool kit, and several more who
knew their way around the Milwaukee twins. No
one gets left behind!
The tour was also fortunate enough to come
across some fairly stunning wildlife. First up was
the poor (and, did I hear, extremely rare)
Andaman Barn Owl that came a cropper on
Malcolm’s fairing (only joking – it was probably a
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Ever since becoming members of the
Chapter around twelve months ago,
we’ve heard so many say that the tours
are where you really get to know
people. Over 14 days we drove, rubbed
shoulders with, ate, drank and laughed
with the best. Also, on a technical level,
the planning that the ride leaders went
through to make sure we had a good
time, mixing riding, munching miles and taking in
a bit of scenery was extraordinary, and to each
(Peter, Dell, Howard, Steve R, Malcolm) we owe
our thanks, and to everyone else who made this
tour what it was, Laurence (on camera) Liz,
(back-marking), plus the various pillions helping
out the Road Crew. It was our first major tour
with the Chapter, it certainly won’t be our last.
Dave Hardcastle
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Join Hogsback and See the World

The following email addresses can be used to contact
Officers of the Chapter:

director@hogsbackchapteruk.org
assistantdirector@hogsbackchapteruk.org
secretary@hogsbackchapteruk.org
treasurer@hogsbackchapteruk.org
headroadcaptain@hogsbackchapteruk.org
webmaster@hogsbackchapteruk.org
loh@hogsbackchapteruk.org
charities@hogsbackchapteruk.org
safety@hogsbackchapteruk.org
headphotographer@hogsbackchapteruk.org
activities@hogsbackchapteruk.org
editor@hogsbackchapteruk.org
merchandise@hogsbackchapteruk.org
membership@hogsbackchapteruk.org
roadcrew@hogsbackchapteruk.org
trike.rep@hogsbackchapteruk.org
historian@hogsbackchapteruk.org

If you need to contact a specific Chapter officer via email, you can do so
using the following format: firstname.lastname@hogsbackchapteruk.org
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C a p t io n
C om p e t it io n !! !!
We are starting
a regular caption
competition
with this newslet
ter. A highly desir
ab
le prize will
be awarded to the
best/ funniest su
gg
estion by
our head photogr
apher Axel. Plea
se
em
ail your
submission for Vi
nce and Trevor ’s
thought
bubbles to:
headphotographe
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